
“Everything I did, I 
was constantly 
fighting to get what I 
needed.  We should 
all push ourselves to 
include others”

Rose Ayling-Ellis

Knowledge Organiser 
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You are expected to spend 30 minutes on each subject shown on your timetable each day.

Each day use a page of your exercise book to evidence your work:  half a page per subject.

You should also spend 20 minutes reading each night, which you should record in your reading log on page 5.

Homework Timetable

Week starting

Date

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday Performing Arts RE

Tuesday Maths Technology

Wednesday English Art

Thursday History Geography

Friday Spanish Science

Week starting

Date

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday Performing Arts RE

Tuesday Maths Technology

Wednesday English PE

Thursday History Geography

Friday Spanish Science

Week starting

Date

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday Performing Arts RE

Tuesday Maths Technology

Wednesday English Art

Thursday History Geography

Friday Spanish Science

Week starting

Date

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday Performing Arts RE

Tuesday Maths Technology

Wednesday English Art

Thursday History Geography

Friday Spanish Science

Week starting

Date

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday Performing Arts RE

Tuesday Maths Technology

Wednesday English PE

Thursday History Geography

Friday Spanish Science

Week starting

Date

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday Performing Arts RE

Tuesday Maths Technology

Wednesday English PE

Thursday History Geography

Friday Spanish Science

Year 7 Spring 1 Knowledge Organiser 2022

You can use your KOs and book in a 
variety of ways (see next page) but you 
should not just copy from the Knowledge 
Organiser into your book.

Your teacher will tell you how they would 
like you to use your Knowledge Organiser 
each week. These instructions will appear 
on Go4Schools. You should always mark 
your work using a different coloured pen

Your teacher may follow up your 
Knowledge Organiser work with an online 
activity that uses the knowledge you 
have been studying.



Read, Cover, Write, Check

Good for learning definitions and vocabulary

Step 1: Read the part of the section you 

want to remember. 

Step 2: Read it again.

Step 3: Read it aloud.

Step 4: Cover the part you are 

remembering with your book.

Step 5: Write as much as you can 

remember in your exercise book. 

Step 6: Check your answers with a tick 

for correct answers or a cross for 

incorrect. 

Step 7: Correct your mistakes with the 

information from that section. 

Mind Mapping 

Useful when coming to the end of a topic

Step 1: Read the part of the section you 

want to remember. 

Step 2: Draw a mind map with the key 

information without looking at the page.

Step 3: Add any extra information that 

provides more detail about the topic 

Step 4: Check your answers using the 

information in all three sections of the 

Knowledge Organiser.  

Step 5: Correct any mistakes

Explaining a Diagram 

Step 1: Copy the diagram, leaving labels 

blank

Step 2: Use Read, Cover, Write method 

to fill in the blank labels.

Step 3: Check your answers using your 

class notes or ask your teacher to check 

in your next lesson. 

Step 5: Correct any mistakes

Step 6: Write a paragraph explaining 

what is happening in the diagram and 

give specific examples. 
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Examples of Activities
These are a small sample of activities that teachers could ask you to complete.



Username: ____________________________

Password:  ____________________________

Reading Log 
Spring Term Time Score Range

Week Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun Book(s) read (Title and author) AR Quiz  % Score and Date Parent/Guardian/ Staff 

Signature

10/01

17/01

24/01

31/01

7/02

14/02

Half 

term

Please tick the reading log on each day that you read for 20 minutes or more and make sure each week it is signed.
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Subject: English Year 7 - EXPLORING THE 

WORLD
Poetry Vocabulary – tier 3.

stanza A group of lines in a poem. When we talk 
about poetry we don’t call groups of lines a 
paragraph, instead we say stanza. 

Figurative 
language

Used with a meaning that is different from the 
basic meaning and that expresses an idea in 
an interesting way by using language that 
usually describes something else : not literal

Rhyme 
scheme

The ordered pattern of rhymes at the ends of 
the lines of a poem or verse. When labelling a 
rhyme scheme in a poem, you can write 
uppercase letters at the end of each line that 
denote rhymes. The first line is “A,” and 
subsequent lines continue through the 
alphabet in order. If you find a line that 
rhymes with a previous line, you label it with 
the same letter as the earlier line.

Enjambment The continuation of a sentence without a 
pause beyond the end of a line.

Vocabulary tier 2 Definitions    

circumstance
Noun 

a condition or fact that affects a situation

subsequent 
Adjective 

happening or coming after something else

fundamental 
Adjective 

forming or relating to the most important 

part of something

arbitrary 
adjective

not planned or chosen for a particular reason

conceive 
Verb 

to think of or create (something) in the mind

Analysing poetry – what, how, why. 

WHAT has 
the writer 

done?

The writer has:

explored/ illustrated/ portrayed/ presented/ 

repeated/ focused upon…

How has the 
writer done 

this?

Using the adjective/verb/ imagery/noun 

“__________” which suggests 

______________

WHY has the 
writer done 

this?

Perhaps the writer wanted to: 

Criticise/teach/demonstrate/ warn/ 

entertain/educate/challenge

The writer might also have wanted the 

reader to:

Feel (insert emotion) because…

Empathise with…because

Understand that…because…

Subject Terminology – tier 3 Definitions    

Adjective a part of speech that is used to describe a noun.

Verb a word that expresses action or a state of being.

Adverb a part of speech that provides a greater description to a 
verb, adjective, another adverb, a phrase, a clause or a 
sentence.

Simile a figure of speech involving the comparison of one 
thing with another thing of a different kind, used to 
make a description more emphatic or vivid (e.g. as 
brave as a lion ).

Metaphor a figure of speech in which a word or phrase is applied 
to an object or action to which it is not literally 
applicable.

Connote To imply or suggest (an idea or feeling) in addition to 
the literal or primary meaning.
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Mathematics        Spring 1 – Solving problems with addition and subtraction

Keywords
Commutative: changing the order of the operations does 
not change the result
Associative: when you add or multiply you can do so 
regardless of how the numbers are grouped
Inverse: the operation that undoes what was done by the 
previous operation. (The opposite operation)
Placeholder: a  number that occupies a position to give value
Perimeter: the distance/ length around a 2D object
Polygon: a 2D shape made with straight lines
Balance: in financial questions – the amount of money in a 
bank account
Credit: money that goes into a bank account
Debit: money that leaves a bank account

Addition/ Subtraction 
with integers

Modelling methods for 
addition/ subtraction
• Bar models
• Number lines 
• Part/ Whole 

diagrams

Addition is 
commutative

6     +     3   =   3    +    6

The order of 
addition does not 
change the result

Subtraction the order 
has to stay the same

• Number lines help for 
addition and subtraction

• Working in 10’s first 
aids mental addition/ 
subtraction
• Show your relationships 

by writing fact families 

Formal written methods

Remember the place 
value of each column.
You may need to move 
10 ones to the ones 
column to be able to 
subtract

Addition/ Subtraction 
with decimals

The decimal place acts 
as the placeholder and 
aligns the other values

0 can be 
used to fill 

empty 
places 

with value

If             represents 
1 instead of 100

Revisit Fraction 
– Decimal 

equivalence

5.43 + 0.8

Solve problems with perimeter

8 cm 8 cm

𝑥 cm

Perimeter is the length around 
the outside of a polygon

The triangle has a 
perimeter of 25cm.
Find the length of 𝑥
8cm + 8cm + 𝑥cm = 25cm

16cm + 𝑥cm = 25cm

𝑥cm = 9cm
Isosceles Triangle 
notation

Bar and 
line charts

Use addition/ 
subtraction methods 
to extract information 
from bar charts.

e.g. Difference 
between the number 
of students who 
walked and took the 
bus.
Walk frequency – bus 
frequency

When describing 
changes or making predictions. 
• Extract information from your data 

source
• Make comparisons of difference or 

sum of values.
• Put into the context of the scenario

Frequency trees
60 people visited the 
zoo one Saturday 
morning. 
26 of them were 
adults. 13 of the 
adult's favourite 
animal was an 
elephant. 24 of the 
children’s favourite 
animal was an 
elephant.

The overall 
total
“60 people’

A frequency tree is made up from part-
whole models. One piece of information 
leads to another

Probabilities 
or statements 
can be taken 
from the 
completed 
trees
e.g. 34 
children 
visited the zoo 

Tables and 
timetables 
Distance tables

This shows the 
distance between 
Glasgow and London.
It is where their row 
and column intersects

Bus/ Train timetables Each column 
represents a 
journey, each row 
represents the time 
the ‘bus’ arrives at 
that location

TIME CALCUALTIONS 
– use a number lineTwo-way tables

Where rows and 
columns intersect is 
the outcome of 
that action.

Solve problems with finance

Profit= Income - Costs

Credit – Money coming into 
an account

Debit – Money leaving an 
account

Money uses a two decimal place 
system.

14.2 on a calculator represents 
£14.20 

Check the units of currency –
work in the same unit







Section D: The skeleton

Section A: Gas exchange in the lungs

Section H: Reflection ray diagram

Section E: Molecule diagrams

Section F: The heart

Year 7 Science Body systems, Elements and Light

Section B: Particles key vocabulary

Key word Definition

Atom Smallest particle of an element

Element a substance tat is in its simplest form.

Molecule
made up of one element that is 
combined with the same element. 

Compound

made up of two or more types of 
atoms that are combined together.
made up of two or more types of 
atoms that are combined together.

Section C: Light key vocabulary

Key word Definition

Refraction
Change in the direction of light going from 
one material into another

Transparent
A material that allows all light to pass 
through it

Translucent
A material that allows some light to ass 
through it

Opaque
A material that allows no light to pass 
through it

Specular 
reflection

Light is reflected off a surface in one 
direction

Diffuse reflection Light is reflected off a surface in all directions

Dispersion
Spreading out of different wavelengths of 
light caused by refraction

Section G: Refraction ray diagram

11
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Norman Key Vocabulary
Witan A group of important men who 

meet to advise the King and 
make decisions about the 
country

Heir The next person who will come 
to the throne

Anglo-

Saxons

The group of people living in 

England in 1066 when the 

Normans from France invaded.

Normans A group of people from 

Normandy in France who 

invaded England led by William 

the Conqueror.

Barons An important person who is 

given power by the king.

Knights A person who is given land in 

return for fighting for their lord 

or baron.

Peasant A person who owns no land, but 

is permitted to work on the land 

of the baron.

Tax Money charged by the King or 

government. Amount depend on 

how much you own.

Provenance The origin of a source. Where is 

came from or who created it.

Siege A way of attacking by stopping 

supplies and people coming in 

and out of a castle or town.

Motte and 

bailey castle

A stone or wooden keep on a 

mound or hill with an enclosed 

courtyard.

Norman Key Knowledge

Who were the contenders for the throne in 1066?

Edgar Aethling- Edward’s nearest living blood relative.

Harold Godwinson: Most powerful English noble. Claimed 

he’d been promised the crown by Edward.

William of Normandy: Claimed he had been promised the 

English throne. The Pope supported him.

Harald Hardrada: King of Norway whose ancestors had 

previously ruled over England.

Why did William of Normandy win the Battle of 

Hastings?

William’s strengths: Led a professional army and then 

tricked Harold into leaving the high ground.

Harold’s mistakes and weaknesses: His men were tired 

from marching from the north and fell for William’s trick.

Luck: The wind changed at just the right time so he arrived 

in England when Harold was in the north.

How did the Normans get control of England?

Use of the Feudal System- Encouraged loyalty to the King. 

Peasants, knights, lords and barons received land in return 

for service and loyalty.

The ‘Harrying of the North’- How William the Conqueror 

got control of the north of England. He ordered villages to 

be destroyed and people to be killed. Many of those who 

survived, starved to death.

Use of the Domesday Book- William the Conqueror sent 

his representatives around the country to find out what 

everyone owned so that he knew how much to tax people.

Castles- The Normans built castles to show the power of 

the Normans and intimidate the population. They built 

them in strategic locations to make sure they could control 

the surrounding area.

HISTORY                How did the Normans take control of England?

Norman Key Dates
Jan 1066 Edward the Confessor dies and Harold 

Godwinson is crowned King of 

England.

Sept 1066 Harold II defeats Harald Hardrada at 

the Battle of Stamford Bridge.

Oct 1066 The Normans introduce motte and 

bailey castles to Britain.

Oct 1066 William of Normandy defeats Harold II 

at the Battle of Hastings.

Dec 1066 William of Normandy (William the 

Conqueror) is crowned King of 

England.

Nov 1069-

Mar 1070

The ‘Harrying of the North’.

1070 First stone tower built by the Normans

1077 The Bayeux Tapestry illustrating the 

Battle of Hastings was completed.

1086 Domesday Book is used to assess the 

wealth of Britain.

1087 Death of William the Conqueror

A motte and bailey castle



Section A: Key Vocabulary

Contour lines Imaginary lines joining points of equal height above 

sea-level.

Degrees A unit of latitude or longitude, divided into 60 minutes, 

used to define points on the earth's surface or on the 

celestial sphere.

Eastings On a map, numbered vertical grid lines that increase in 

value as they move to the east.

Equator The imaginary great circle around the earth's surface, 

equidistant from the poles and perpendicular (at right 

angles) to the earth's axis of rotation. It divides the 

earth into the Northern Hemisphere and the Southern 

Hemisphere.

GPS Global Positioning System. These pinpoint an exact 

location on the globe according to lines of latitude and 

longitude.

Grid 

references

A set of numbers that you use to locate a place on a 

map.

Latitude Imaginary lines around the Earth running parallel to 

the equator. These are measured in degrees north or 

south of the equator.

Longitude Imaginary lines around the Earth running from the 

north to the south pole. These are measured in 

degrees east or west of the Greenwich or Prime 

Meridian.

Scale The ratio of a distance on a map, graph or diagram to 

the corresponding actual distance.

Spot height A dot giving a height of a particular area.

Section B:Challenges and Concepts 

You will develop geographical skills in 
using maps and plans at a range of scales, 
including Ordnance Survey 1:25 000 and 
1:50 000 maps. You will draw maps and 
plans at a range of scales, using symbols, 
key and scales. You will measure 
distances on a map, and identify and 
locate features on an OS map. You will 
interpret contour lines and their patterns 
and spot heights.

Contours
These are lines drawn on maps that join places of the same height. They are 
usually an orange or brown colour. Some contour lines have their height 
above or below sea level written on them. It is possible to use them to see 
the shape of the land - if contour lines are close together the slope is steep, 
if they are far apart the slope is gentle. Contour lines are usually drawn at 10 
metre intervals on a 1:50,000 scale map and at 5 metre intervals on a 
1:25,000 scale map.

Remember that the closer 
together the contour lines are, the 
steeper the land.

Geography  : Map Skills



B. Hindu Key Knowledge 

Believers:  Called Hindus and has no single founder. It is a collection of beliefs and practices that 

have developed over thousands of years. 

Beliefs about 

God: 

One Supreme God: Brahman

The Trimurti: Brahma, is the creator of the universe and all living beings are said to have 

evolved from him, he is believed to be responsible for the four Vedas, the most sacred 

writings. 

Vishnu: is the preserver of the universe and is said to protect the world from evil and 

represents mercy and goodness, he has come to earth in many different avatars. 

Shiva: Is the destroyer, by destroying things he renews them and new growth is possible. 

His energy is able to both destroy and reproduce things. 

All three Gods are known by many names and forms. There are also other gods and 

goddesses e.g. Rama, Krishna, Lakshmi,, Parvati, Durga, Kali 

Beliefs on life 

and death: 

Hindus believe in Samsara which is the cycle of birth, death and rebirth which keeps on 

going. All matter is illusory as they do not last forever. They also believe in karma, which 

is the law of cause and effect which states that all thoughts and actions have results, if 

you behave badly your rebirth will not be pleasant. 

Sources of 

Authority:

There are hundreds of sacred writing in Hinduism but the main texts are known as the 

Vedas, they are in Sanskrit and contain divinely revealed knowledge. Prayers, hymns, 

rituals, special essays on mediation and asceticism, origins of the universe, characteristics 

of God. 

Rites of 

Passage: 

Birth: during the ceremony, mantras are said, the baby is fed a small amount of honey 

and ghee using a gold object in the hop that the child will be intelligent. Upanayana: the 

sacred thread ceremony is important to boys  between the age of eight and twelve and 

marks the beginning of the boy’s religious life. 

Worship: Everyday life is an act of worship, as Hinduism is seen as a way of life. There are times 

when Hindus worships in the mandir and worship is called puja. Many will pray, mediate 

and recite mantras and most will have a small shrine in their homes. They will decorate 

them with flowers, jewellery and small lights and this will be directed to a specific deity 

that they worship as a family. 

Signs of 

membership:  

Some Hindus place ash on their forehead to represent their belief that everything is 

illusory and is temporary. Ash also signifies cremation which reminds Hindus that life is 

short. Sindoora is a red mark placed in the parting of the hair of a Hindu woman who are 

married, represents the power of the Mother Goddess. Bindi is a red dot worn by 

married women between their eyebrows and is a symbol of Parvati who is considered to 

be the idea wife. 

Special places: India has many places of pilgrimage and some are significant to all Hindus or a 

signification to devotees of a particular deity. Varanasi is a place associated with Shiva, 

who is said to have lived there for a time. The banks of the Ganga are lined with special 

platforms as Hindus believe that washing in the river will remove their bad karma and 

make them spiritually clean. Vrindavan is a sacred city that Hindu’s believe is the 

birthplace of Krishna and they follow a special route around the city. 

Important 

Celebrations: 

Diwali: is the festival of light and can last between two and five days. It commemorates 

the Hindu New Year. Homes are cleaned and decorated with lights, many see Diwali as a 

time of renewal. Navarati: Festival that lasts nine nights and focuses on the Mother 

Goddess, Hindus visit the mandir and dance around a shrine dedicated to the Mother 

Goddess. 

A. Hindu Key Vocabulary 

Ahimsa Non-violence/respect for all life 

Arti A religious ceremony during which love and 

devotion are offered to the deity 

Asceticism Choosing to live a simple and harsh life for 

religious reasons 

Ashram A community set up for spiritual development 

Aum The sound that represents God 

Avatar Appearance of a deity on earth 

Bhagavad Gita Hindu Sacred text 

Caste A group made up of numerous families who

follow the same occupation, used to 

discriminate and treat people differently. Dalit, 

(untouchables), Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaishya's 

& Shudras 

Cremation Burning of a dead body 

Deity God or Goddess 

Devotees Dedicated followers of a religion 

Dharma Religious duty 

Diwali A festival of lights 

Ganga River Ganges in India 

Guru Spiritual teacher 

Karma Action, cause and effect 

Lotus A flower used as a symbol to represent purity 

and goodness

Mahabharata World’s longest poem & sacred text 

Mala String of wooden beads used to meditate with 

Mandir Hindu place of worship (temple) 

Moksha Liberation or freedom from samsara 

Pilgrimage A religious journey 

Prayer A way of communicating with God 

Puja Worship 

Ramayana A sacred text that tells the story of Rama and 

Sita

Reincarnation Samsara, the cycle of birth, death and rebirth 

Sanskrit One of the world’s oldest languages that Hindu 

texts are written in 

Trimurti The three main forms of God; Brahma, Vishnu 

& Shiva 

Vedas ‘To know’, oldest and most important Hindu 

sacred writings 

RE What do Hindus believe? 

D. Puja Tray Items 

Bell Rung at the beginning of puja to 

let the deity know that worship 

is about to start. 

Dish containing

sandalwood paste, 

vermillion or ashes

Used to mark a worshippers 

forehead as a symbol of 

devotion and protection of God 

Offerings of food Rice, nuts, sweets and fruit are 
seen as an exchange of love 
between the worshipper and 
deity 

Pot containing holy 

water

Used to cleanse and purify 

Incense Lit to purify and cleanse the air

when prayers are being said 

Arti lamp Five wicks, each represent one 

of the five elements: earth, fire, 

air, water and ether

C. Features of a Hindu Temple /Mandir

Shrine A small area dedicated to a deity. 

Usually contains offerings 

Haveli Hall/meeting room 

Murti A statue of a Hindu deity 

Mandapa Prayer hall 

Garbha Griha Most important shrine in a mandir

Shikara A spire or tower above a shrine 

Puja Prayer or worship

Prasad Food that is offered to the murtis, 

blessed and then shared amongst the 

worshippers 

Arti An offering of light to the deities 

Bhakti Devotion, actions that Hindus

perform to show their devotion 
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SPANISH – House and Home 1

Section A - ¿Dónde vives? Where do you live?

Vivo en I live in

Vives You live in

Vive He/she lives

Vivimos We live

Vivís You all live

Viven They live

una casa 

A house

un piso

A flat

En el campo In the countryside

En la montaña In the mountains

En la costa On the coast

En una ciudad In a city

En un pueblo In a village

en una aldea In a hamlet

en las afueras On the outskirts

en el centro In the centre

en la capital In the capital 

Con 

With 

mi my

tu your

su his/her

nuestro/a our

vuestro/a your

su their

* Add an s if the 

noun that 

comes after is 

plural

madre mum

padre dad

padres parents

hermano/a

brother/sister

madastra step-mum

padastro step-dad

hermanastro/a

step-brother/sister

Section B - ¿Qué hay en tu casa? What’s in your house?

En mi casa 

In my house

hay 

there is

no hay 

there 

isn’t

Un comedor a dining room

Un cuarto de baño a bathroom

Un aseo a toilet

Un pasillo a hallway

Un salón a living room

Un dormitorio a bedroom

Un garaje a garage

Un jardín a garden

Una cocina a kitchen

Una terraza a terrace

El dormitorio de mis padres the 

bedroom of my parents

Arriba

Upstairs

Abajo

Downstairs

Afuera

Outside

Y And

Pero but

Section C - ¿Te gusta tu casa? Do you like your house?

Me encanta I love

Me gusta I like

Me gusta mucho I 

like a lot

No me gusta I 

don’t like

No me gusta nada 

I don’t like at all

Odio I hate

mi casa 

my

house

mi piso

my flat

porque 
es 
because
it is

Antiguo/a old

Moderno/a modern

Bonito/a pretty

Feo/a ugly

Nuevo/a new           

Viejo/a old

Pequeño/a small

Cómodo/a comfortable

Grande big

y and

pero 
no es 
but it’s
not
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SPANISH – House and Home 2

Section D - ¿Cómo es tu dormitorio? What’s your bedroom like?

En mi 

dormitorio in 

my bedroom

hay there is

no hay 

there isn’t

Un armario a wardrobe

Un ordenador a computer

Una alfombra a rug

Una cama a bed

Una estantería a shelf/shelves

Una lámpara a lamp

Una mesa a table

Una silla a chair

Una puerta a door

Una ventana window

Una televisión a TV

Pósters posters

Section E - ¿Cómo es tu dormitorio? What’s your bedroom like?

El armario the wardrobe

El ordenador the computer

La alfombra the rug

La cama the bed

La estantería the shelf/shelves

La lámpara the lamp

La mesa/silla the table /chair

La puerta/ventana the door/window

La televisión the TV

Los pósters

posters

Está is

Están are

Encima on

A la derecha/izquierda to the right/left of

Debajo under

Delante in front of

Al lado next to

Detrás Behind

En las paredes 

on the walls

Del armario the wardrobe

Del ordenador the computer

De la alfombra the rug

De la cama the bed

De la estantería the shelf/shelves

De la lámpara the lamp

De la mesa/silla the table /chair

De la puerta/ventana the door/window

De la televisión the TV

y And

pero but

Section F – Example paragraph

Vivo en una casa en el campo con mis

padres y mi hermano. En mi casa hay un 

comedor, un aseo y un salón abajo. Hay 

una cocina y un dormitorio arriba. Hay un 

jardín afuera. Me gusta mi casa porque es

moderna pero no es grande. En mi 

dormitorio hay una cama, una televisión y 

un armario. El armario está al lado de la 

cama. 
y And

pero but



Key Vocabulary

Tier 2 Vocabulary Definition

Physical Factors related to the body 

Mental Factors related to the mind 

Social Factors related to interactions 

with other people 

Short term effects Changes that happen during 

exercise

Long Term effects Changes that happen after 6 

weeks of doing regular exercise

Strength The ability of the muscles to 

produce force 

Posture The strength of the muscles to 

make you stand and sit up 

straight 

Flexibility The range of movement around a 

joint

Tier 3 Vocabulary Definition

Hypertrophy Muscles getting bigger 

Blood Pressure Pressure that the blood puts on 

the blood vessel walls

Respiratory Relating to the lungs

Cardiovascular Relating to the heart and blood 

vessels 

Musculo-skeletal Relating to the muscles, bones 

and joints

Year 7 Physical Education 
The importance of PE in maintaining health and 

fitness

Short Term Effects

• Heartrate increases 

• Blood pressure increases 

• Sweating 

• Body temperature increases 

• Lactic acid is produced 

• Breathing rate increases 

• Red face 

• More regular bowel movements

• Adrenaline is released 

• Improved sleep patterns 

• Endorphins are released .

• Improves mood

• Reduces stress 

• Meet new people
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Long Term Effects

• Lower risk of heart disease 

• Lower blood pressure 

• Resting heartrate decreases 

• Blood pressure decreases 

• Lung capacity increases 

• Flexibility increases

• Muscle strength increases 

• Muscular hypertrophy

• Posture improves 

• Increased strength of ligaments 

• Reduced risk of injury 

• Increased bone strength 

• Reduced risk of diseases like cancer

• Increased concentration 

• Improve resilience 

• Reduced risk of depression and 

anxiety 

• Improved mood 

• Increased confidence

• Make new friends 

• Improved teamwork skills

• Improved social skills 
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Key Facts and Specialist Vocabulary

Component Symbol Purpose

A Battery Starts electrical 
current

B  Wire The current travels
along the wire

C  Switch Opens and closes 
the circuit

D  LED/Light Turns electricity to 
heat or light

E  Motor Turns electricity to 
movement

F  Buzzer Turns electricity to 
sound

A B

C D

E F

A resistor is a device that opposes 
the flow of electrical current. The 
bigger the value of a resistor, the 
more it opposes the current flow. 
The value of a resistor is given in Ω 
(ohms) and is often referred to as 
its ‘resistance’.

“I can use a resistor value chart to find the value of a resistor”

“I know the names of key components.  I can draw the symbols and explain their 
purpose”
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Section A: Key Vocabulary

Tier 2 

Vocabulary

Definition

Hardwood

Comes from trees that lose their leaves during winter 

(deciduous).  These trees take longer to grow 

because of this they are often more expensive, for 

example, Mahogany, Oak, Ash, Walnut.

Softwood
Comes from trees that keep their leaves all year 

round (coniferous). These trees grow quickly and are 

often cheaper. For example, Pine, Cedar & Spruce

Manufactured 

Timber

A man made timber. A composite of resin and 

timber. For example, MDF, Plywood, Laminated 

Timber

MDF
Medium Density Fibreboard, is a man made wood 

that is free from natural defects. It has a smooth 

sanded surface and precision finish.

Plywood

Is a manufactured timber made from an odd number

of layers that are glued together. Each layer is 

rotated 90 degrees, this improves the strength, 

stability, prevents warping and reduces the risk of 

splitting when nailed in at the edges

Grain

Because of the way that wood grows, every piece of 

timber has a clear grain direction, which appears 

differently depending on how the board is sawn. 

Technically 'wood grain' refers to the alignment, 

texture and appearance of wood fibres

Pillar drill

A drill mounted on a pillar which is then screw to the 

floor. We have 3 pillar drills and 1 table top drill in 

technology. By attaching a drill bit they are used to 

drill holes in wood, metal and plastic. 

Tenon saw 
A tool used to cut straight lines in wood. They are 

also used to cut special joints called mortis and tenon

joints. 

Coping saw
A tool used to cut wood and plastic. It has a special 

blade that can cut curves. Coping saws have a metal 

blade and frame often with a wooden handle.

Chisel
A tool with a characteristically shaped cutting edge, 

used for removing waste material from wood.

Marking 

Gauge

A tool used to mark out parallel lines onto wood.

Section B: Key Facts

Design & Technology – Engineering

Section C:Tools & Equipment

Tools

Hand feed

Equipment

Prohibition sign – a sign prohibiting 
behaviour likely to increase or cause 
danger (eg ‘no access for unauthorised 
persons’).

Warning sign – a sign giving warning 
of a hazard or danger (eg ‘danger: 
electricity’).

Mandatory sign – a sign prescribing 
specific behaviour (eg ’eye protection 
must be worn’).

Emergency escape or first-aid 
sign – a sign giving information on 
emergency exits, first-aid, or rescue 
facilities  (eg ’emergency exit/escape 
route’).

Depth 
stop

Bed/work 
table

Base

Coping saw
Tenon saw

Steel rule Marking Gauge

Chisel

Bench hook
Sharp pencil

Diagram 
of the 

Pillar drill



Year 7 Design and Technology Graphics

Year 7 Graphics key words

Line Defines shape, outer edge of an 
object

Contour A path that is an even distance 
around another path

Font A particular size, weight and style of 
a typeface.

Horizon An imaginary line that runs across
the page.

Vanishing point An imaginary point in the far distance 
that all lines are drawn towards.

Vertical line A line that is drawn down the page.

Horizontal line A line that is drawn across the page.

Perspective How we draw 3D objects on a 2D 
surface.

Typography Style, arrangement and the 
appearance of letters.

Typography

Typography is the art and technique of arranging type to make written 
language legible, readable, and appealing when displayed.

The term typography is also applied to the style, arrangement, and 
appearance of the letters, numbers, and symbols created by the process. 
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Section A: Key Vocabulary

Key words Definition

who The name of the person or object

when In which year, place or a time

why What was the reason for this 

happening?

where In which place or area.

how A description of what happened

form the way the object, process or idea 

was designed  so that it would work.  

function The essential act that the object, 

process or idea should carry out.

planned 

obsolescence

When products are designed to only 

last for a specific period

Section C: Design Movements

Arts & Crafts

1880-1920

• Simplicity – hand made

• Inspiration from nature –

plants, birds and animals.

• Natural forms and materials

• Colour and texture

• Key figure- William Morris

Bauhaus

1919 - 1933

• Form follows function

• Products for a machine age

• Everyday objects for everyday 

people

• Modern materials

• Simple, geometrically pure 

forms and clean lines

• Omitting decorative frills

• Walter Gropius, Marcel Breuer 

and Mies van der Rohe

Memphis

1981-1988

The Memphis group was an 

alternative viewpoint to 

minimalism:

• It was started by a group of 

Italian designers, led by Ettore 

Sottsass.

• They produced highly 

decorative laminates and 

humorous products.

• Their post modernism influence 

can be seen in many of today's 

products

Design & Technology – Great Designs Year 7

Section D
Moral issues – consumerism
Technology is about designing and making products for 
people.  People live in many different places with 
different climates, different levels of wealth and 
different needs and beliefs.

We need to be aware of this in our designing and 
making, and make sure that we do not harm or offend 
any people, or damage our environment in any way.

Give an example of a product and consider the moral 
issues attached to it.

Social means relating to society or to the way society is 

organized.

Culture is a complex concept, with many different 

definitions. But, simply put, "culture" refers to a group or 

community with which we share common experiences 

that shape the way we understand the world. 

It includes groups that we are born into, such as gender, 

race, national origin, class, or religion.

Eastern culture refers to nations in the Asia and Middle 

East whereas Western world refers to North and South 

America, Europe, Australia and New Zealand. 

Is it important to understand other cultures?

How would you describe your own culture?

Images which represent 
Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, 
Shenism, Taoism, and Islam 

Section B: Biography

Michael Thonet (2 July 1796 – 3 March 1871) was a 
German-Austrian cabinet maker, known for the 
invention of bending solid wood. His bent solid and 
laminated beech chairs with woven cane seats and 
backs remain among the most successful industrial 
designed products of all time.

The most famous example was the No 14 
chair, introduced in 1859, known today as 
model 214.
Composed of six wooden parts, ten screws 
and two washers, it heralded a new era of 
affordability, standardisation, mass 
production and global trade – a crate 
measuring just one cubic metre could hold 
36 disassembled chairs.

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_cGaLCBbDuUA/S-jsaEcQW-I/AAAAAAAAAGw/VUxo07iYGTg/s1600/chair.jpg


COMPUTER SCIENCE

A – Computational Thinking

C – Drawing with Python

Pseudocode
Most programs are developed using programming languages. These languages have 
specific syntax that must be used so that the program will run properly. Pseudocode is 
not a programming language, it is a simple way of describing a set of instructions that 
does not have to use specific syntax.

Common pseudocode notation
There is no strict set of standard notations for pseudocode, but some of the most widely 
recognised are:

• INPUT – indicates a user will be inputting something
• OUTPUT – indicates that an output will appear on the screen
• WHILE – a loop (iteration that has a condition at the beginning)
• FOR – a counting loop (iteration)
• REPEAT – UNTIL – a loop (iteration) that has a condition at the end
• IF – THEN – ELSE – a decision (selection) in which a choice is made 
• Any instructions that occur inside a selection or iteration are usually indented

Keyword Definition

Algorithm A set of step by step instructions that will solve a problem

Decomposition Break a problem into smaller, simpler problems that are easy 
to understand

Abstraction Focusing on the important information only, ignoring 
irrelevant detail

Pattern Identification Looking for similarities among and within problems

Efficient Algorithm Making instructions better, quicker and simpler that still 
works

Syntax The arrangements of words and phases to form a correct 
sentence in a language

Code Action

from turtle import * Imports the turtle function to allow 
shape drawing (must start with this)

forward (100) Moves the turtle (pen) forward 100

right (30) Turns the turtle (pen) right 30

for x in range (0,4):
forward (100)

Will loop going forward 4 times (starting 
at 0 and counting to 4) 

Using Python
Python has two windows:
• Shell – runs basic commands and used to run programs in the code window
• Code – allows you to write, save a program and then run in the shell window

When you open up the IDLE (Python) application (Shell) make sure to open a new 
window (Code) by selecting File – New Window 

B – Geometry and Shapes 

Turns
Turns when drawing 
a shape are different 
to when thinking 
about geometry rules 
and mathematical 
angles.

Turning on the spot 
full circle is 360°

When you make a 
square you  need to 
make four turns 
within that 360°



Section A: Key Facts

Vocabulary

/ Information

Definition

Observational 

drawing 
“Drawing what you see,“
it's a realistic portrayal of 
what's in front of you. 

Relief

William Morris 1834 - 1896

was a British textile designer, poet, artist, novelist, 
printer associated with the British Arts and Crafts 
Movement. 
He was especially known for his wallpaper designs.

Symmetry Mirror image

Same on both

sides

Texture

Year 7 Art – Natural Form

‘The Strawberry Thief’
by William Morris

The feel, appearance, 
or consistency of a 
surface or substance

Three-dimensional art, where 

elements are raised from a flat base.



Section A:  Practitioners’ roles, responsibilities and skills
Role Definition

Choreographer Composes the sequence of dance steps and moves for a performance.

Director Oversees and orchestrates the creative process of a theatre production.

Writer Is responsible for writing dramatic material for the purposes of 

performance. 

Movement director Is responsible for creating the movement in a performance. This is 

different from dance choreography.

Costume Designer Designs and creates the characters' outfits/costumes and balances the 

scenes with texture and colour.

Hair and make up 

designer

Designing the hair and makeup for the performers in a way appropriate 

to the characters and production.

Section B: Costume vocabulary
A Costume Designer's Objectives are:
1. To support the theme, tone and style of the play.
2. To locate the characters in time and place.
3. To help define each character.
4. To answer the practical needs of the actor in performance.
5. To make sure that the costumes are stylistically consistent with the 

other elements of design i.e. lighting 

Costume term Definition

Mood board A visual collage made up of images, words and/or material to represent an idea 

or feeling about a particular topic.

Shape/Silhouette The basic outline of the body or the garment being designed

Period What time of day, month or year the play is set 

Colour/ Tone What colours are being used for costume to communicate a character to the 

audience

Technical 

Drawing

A blueprint for a costume. This helps the designer to make the costume 

accurately, as sketches can be inaccurate.

Texture How the costume feels.

Actual/physical 

texture

The physical surface of the design. This feeling can vary depending on the 

material. Costume may be described as smooth, silky, rough, soft, fuzzy etc.,

YEAR 7 DRAMA - EXPLORING THE INDUSTRY  

Section C:  Mood board
A visual collage of images, text, material to portray an 

idea/concept.

Section D:  Costume design sketch
A sketch is developed in the early stages by the designer and 
shared with the director to make sure this aligns with their 
vision. It is also shared with the lighting designer, as lighting 
may affect the look of the costume.
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